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Annual rqport:

"May be there is a road ahead of it, May be there is a new world down the road, Watking forth is

the only plight, Because we didn't come this far to come this far only ,,

A heart filled with aspirations is all that we knew since the very existence of the school and that's

what gave us the ambition of marching fonvard till excellence is achieved in all our endeavours.

This report is comprised of the achievements made during the year gone by and at the same

time set the path for greater accomplishments in the years to come.

PARENTS ORIENTATION PROGBAMME:

As a regular practice followed every year, this session began with the Orientation programme

for the parents of the students of classes I to X. The programme made the parents aware of the

scheme of education we impart here at our school..

IN FRASTRU CTUR.E D EVELOPM FNTS :

Construction of new class rooms and the new Labs were set up for the upgradation of the school

upto plus two level.

cAP4gtTy BUtLptNG PROGFAM FOR TEAgHERS:

With the sole purpose of updating teachers' knowledge, the school hosted a series of Teachers'

Workshops. lt was an attempt which inclusively engulfed various significant aspects like Moral

Values, Life Skills by GBSE, Meditation & stress Management, English Language and

Mathematics.

COMPETITIONS:

To take part is what counts in competition and lessons of victory and defeat are what we get in

competitions such as debates, Vad-Vivaad pratiyogita, shlok competition, euiz, R

and Rhythm, Drawing a
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competitions' our students took part in various inter-school and zonal level Competitions and
brought laudable laurels to the school.

AGADEMTC ACHIEVEMENTS:

"Develop a passion for learning. lf you do, you will never cease to grow.,'- Antony J D,Angelo

our current class lX and X students are getting ready to face the board exams with many
changes in exam pattern.

QUIZ CONTESTS

To cope up with this competitive society,it is necessary for our students to get updated with
current affairs,Plenty of Quiz contests were conducted to develop their general knowledge and
intellectuality.

EXPO 2020

To outlet the steam of caliber of our students in the field of science, lT, Art and Social

Science,Languages,a multi disciplinary project Expo was conducted for two days open to public.

NATTONAL pAY CELEBRATIONS

The schoolcelebrates all the National festivals like lndependence Day, Republic Day, Teachers

day and Children's Day with great respect and devotion to the country and to the country men.

DENTAL AND EYE CHECK U.P CAMPS

The GIS organized Dental Camp and Eye Camp for all the students and the Doctors advised the
students to keep clean their teeth and eat balanced diet to keep the eyes in right condition. The
Medicalcamp

was conducted in the month of July 2019.

FIELD TRIPS

As a part of the curriculum, we had our field trips for all classes. Our junior globalians has their

visits to all government sectors of Post office, Bank and fire stations. A set of students ilsited the
coir industry, poultry and nursery farm. \-f
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WEEK THEME ACTIVITIES:



ln addition to our daily routines, we do activities related to a theme set up for the week -
Air,water,solar system ,five elements of earth , vegetables , spinach , dairy products , reptiles ,

states and capitals , transport ,safety , National leaders , National Monuments etc.

SPORTS HEAT:

Our sports day was celebrated in a grand manner

!NTROpUC.TION OF t-.tOUSE ACTIVITIES

"Do activities as you're passionate about, which makes your heart and soul feel perky." ln order

to groom and bring out inner talent we conduct various in house competitions for students like

working out, cooking without fire,painting on different things, writing, yoga, swimming and

reading.

ANNUAL DAY

Our Annual day was successfully celebrated with colorful events.. Towards the end, we thank the

suppotlive management whose continuous support to our ideology of education has enabled the

school to come this far. Teachers and the entire staff members also deserve applause for their

tireless efforts in implementing the route map of imparting quality education here. We also extend

my heartfelt thanks to the parents of our students who have shown unflinching faith in us by

giving us the profound opportunity to transform their children into truly useful citizens of the future

world. With that, let us foresee a world of unrversal singularity where our children are going to be

the propellant of this change and the world shall be a beautiful place to live in..lll
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End of Report


